INTRODUCTION
Medical imaging is a warm research area in image processing with the development of efficient digital signal processing hardware. Medical diagnostics can easily provide image in digital formats. But with this provision researchers are now trying to automate the said diagnostics, give support to doctors and practitioners to extract information accurately and easily [1] . The mean of medical imaging is to give information about inner system of human body which can facilitate doctors to detect diseases and also explore such procedure that are non-persistent. It is normally used for investigation of different abnormalities like tumor, identifying bones fractures inside the body and vessels blockage. Medical images provides thorough detail examination regarding to the human organs and methods that are frequently used for identifying and investigating diseases consist of computed tomography (CT) scans, magnetic resonance imaging and magnetic resonance angiography. Two most widely used modalities among all above techniques are MRA and MRI. These methods are ideal due to their non-persistent natural history i.e. painless property and less exposure to radiation [2] . MRI is rapidly growing medical imaging technique and capture high resolution images of soft tissues [3] . Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive technique for classifying cells composed of tissues in human body [4] . In the soft tissues of the human body MRI provides thorough detail about abnormalities that may not be identified by X-rays and CT scan.
Many techniques have been developed for feature extraction from MRI but wavelet transform is the best method for feature extraction [5, 11] . Wavelet is a non statistical method which gives local frequency information and detail coefficients of the image at various levels. We have used Daub-4 Wavelet in our work which is the best feature extraction method. Daub-4 gives good contrast to an image. Due to good contrast Daub-4 extracted very low signals of MRI. Principle component analysis (PCA) reduces the dimensions and overcome the computational complexity is used for best feature selection. Recent work shows [11] that MRI classification is possible using supervised techniques like SOM and unsupervised techniques like ANN, KNN and SVM. SVM is the best method for MRI classifications because of its large margin in a feature space [13] . The aim of this research work is to select the best method for feature extraction and selection. Most important is to select a classifier which performs better for normal and abnormal human brain MRI classification.
II.
BACKGROUND WORK R. Mishra [4] proposed tumor identification system using wavelet packet aspect and Artificial Neural Networks in MR images. Features were extracted from wavelet packet and classify features using Artificial Neural Network as normal and abnormal images in this system. The improvement of using wavelet packet is that it gives wealthy investigation by decomposing estimation as well as detail component every time as compared to wavelet transformation method. Artificial Neural network used inaccuracy propagation policies for its training. E. A. El-Dahshan and T. Hosney [5] proposed a hybrid system for tumor detection in MR images and categorize them using artificial neural networks (ANN) and k-nearest neighbor (KNN). During this method features were extracted using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and then for selection of best extracted features, principle component analysis (PCA) method was used. These selected features were given as input to classifiers as KNN and ANN. K-Nearest Neighbor and Artificial Neural Network involve two phases, training and testing. These two classifiers KNN and ANN categorize MR images as normal and abnormal images. The negative aspects of these systems are, every time new information is arrived needs new training and KNN precision can rapidly degrade when number of features grows. H. Selvaraj et.al [6] proposed a system for classification of Magnetic Resonance Images by means of wavelet features which were given as input to SVM and ANN. In proposed method neural network Self Organizing Maps (SOM) were used as classifiers for tumor recognition and it simply captures non linear computation and reached precision rate of 94% as evaluated to SVM which captures linear and non linear computation and precision rate attained was 98%. S. Chaplot and L. M. Patnaik [7] proposed brain tumor identification using wavelets transformation method and SVM. Generally two phases were considered. Initially, in processing phase noise was detached from the signal and through wavelet method features were extracted and then features were given as input to SVM for classification as normal and abnormal brain. A.E. Laskhari [10] proposed an a technique based on neural Network for brain tumor detection in MR images using geometric and Zernike moments. Magnetic Resonance images were used as input images. Feature extraction phase occupies statistics features collection by mean, median, entropy and standard deviation as well as a non-statistic feature by geometric moment's invariants. Selection of features was carried out by kernel F-score technique and given as input to Artificial Neural Network classifier. ANN classifies it into two classes as normal and cancer brain tissues. A. E. Laskhari [9] proposed a technique based on artificial neural network for brain tumor detection in MR images using Gabor Wavelets. This technique used PD, T1 and T2 weighted as input images. Preprocessing is performed for noise reduction to obtain excellent results. Feature extraction stage has two categories i.e. statistical features extraction by median, mean and variance wherever non-statistical feature extraction by Gabor wavelet technique. Feature selection stage is carried out by kernel F-score technique that is used to calculate the variation between two classes. Whilst features were chosen, these features were given as input to ANN for normal and abnormal brain tissues. A. Kharrat et.al [11] proposed a system for brain tumor classification using genetic algorithm and support vector machine (SVM). The features have been extracted by two methods. Firstly, extraction of features from both normal and abnormal images is carried out by spatial gray level dependence method (SGLDM). Secondly, the image is decomposed at second level by applying Daubechies wavelet transform. The optimal features were selected by genetic algorithm. Those optimal features were given as an input to classifiers SVM. The accuracy rate achieved by this technique was 96.36% to 97.59%.
III. PROPOSED METHOD AND MATERIAL
This section explains the proposed system design and methodology which concerns its fundamental design and the features of each of three parts of proposed method. The proposed method consists of number of phases such as Feature extraction from MRI data set using Wavelets. Feature reduction using principal component analysis (PCA) to select most valuable features. This section also explains the classification stage in which support vector machine is used for classification. 
Feature Extraction by Wavelets
Feature extraction is the first stage of classification in which features of each image is separately extracted from MRI by Wavelets which considers the best method to extract most emphasizing pixels present in images to improve results. To decompose data into different frequency components Wavelets mathematical functions are used and then each component is studied having resolution matched to its degree. For analysis of complex datasets Wavelet is a new powerful mathematical tool. Fourier transform fails due to the redundant set of features and only give frequency information that is not spatially localized but wavelet provides timefrequency information which is localized in space and perfect tool for pattern recognition tasks.
Discrete Wavelet Transform
DWT is an implementation method for wavelet obeying some defined rules and discrete set of wavelet translations [7] . It is necessary for practical computation to make wavelet discrete. The scale limit is then discredited with respect to the translation limit (τ). The following equations show the scale and translation of the wavelet. 
The equation no 2 and 3 shows DWT crumbles a signal x (t) into a family of synthesis wavelet are given below.
x(t) = Σ m Σ n C m,n Ψ m,n (t)
Wherever C m,n = (x(t) , Ψ m,n (t))
x[n] is the discrete time signal in the equation number 4, decomposition of wavelet on I is given below 
Where * specifies complex conjugate and g i * [n -2 i k] represents discrete wavelets and h I * [n -2 I k] represents scaling sequence.
Two dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform
DWT has been used to extract the wavelet coefficient from MRI at different directions and scales. Wavelet decomposition provides four sub bands [5] which are as follows.
Approximated sub band (LL) is normally further decomposed at different scales while three sub bands (LH, HL, HH) include characteristic of an image. DWT overcomes the drawback of Fourier transform by recognizing point discontinuities in image. Discrete Wavelet transform gives local frequency information. Fig.3 shows wavelet decomposition method.
Fig.3: 2D Wavelet decomposition
LL is lower frequency component band. If LL band is further decomposed into next level then LL band will be distributed into further four parts and each part will have N/2 × N/2 coefficients and in second level N/2 × N/2 coefficients are further decomposed into four parts having N/4 × N/4 coefficients each and in the next level same procedure will be repeated.
Choosing Mother Wavelet
The origin of a wavelet transform that is restricted or localized is called the mother wavelet. The computationally very expensive form of wavelet is Daubachies (DAUB-4) wavelet [7, 13] has the benefit of superior resolution for efficiently varying signals. DAUB-4 wavelet is a family of orthogonal wavelets defining a discrete wavelet transforms and differentiated by a highest quantity of disappearance moments for some given support. DAUB-4 are the best tool for feature extraction, due to this reason we decide to extract the DAUB-4 wavelet coefficients of brain MRI and use these coefficients as feature vector for classification.  DAUB-4 Wavelet improves the low signals which are neglected by other Wavelet transforms because DAUB-4 improves the contrast of an image [13] .  Fast tool for detection and classification with limited number of features.
Feature Reduction using PCA
In feature reduction stage, we have applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce dimensionality of data to get most favorable features from entire data set [5] . PCA first converts input feature space to high dimensional feature space wherever they are linearly distinguishable. The reduced Principal Components are then sorted in ascending order. The reduced matrix of PCA features has been arranged as PC 1 ≥ PC 2 ≥ PC 3 …………… ≥ PC N (8) In equation 8, PC stands for principle component and N is the number of features for an image. Left side of the matrix contains most significant features and right side of the matrix has least significant features after PCA calculation. Least important features can be useless as these hold very fewer information and have no impact on precision. Features on the left side hold more important information because left side of the matrix having very high variation. The aim of our research is to reduce classifiers calculation and to make classification proficient; so we have to choose smallest amount of features that can give best precision. At last, from PCA features we have selected first L columns of matrix M. Though, we have chosen first few columns of PCA reduced feature that have high variations. L ≤ N in equation number 9. PC 1 ≥ PC 2 ≥ PC 3 …………… ≥ PC L (9) L is the number of columns in above equation. Detail of PCA method is given in [5] .
Classification using Support Vector Machine
Vapnik developed SVM which is a binary classification method to minimize structural risk. SVM is an attractive and systematic method for two class problems. In this research work we are classifying images into two separate classes such as normal and abnormal using Support Vector Machine. This classifier is usually used in several research areas due to its out performance in pattern recognition and image processing tasks. Support vector machine (SVM) is extensively used in pattern recognition and image processing due to their originality of concepts using strong mathematical base and have strong realistic ability. SVM take intelligence from its training set to classify unknown data in testing phase. SVM suits most excellent for classification troubles with small training dataset and high dimensional feature space. Like neural networks, SVM also needs two preparation stages; training and testing stage. SVM trains itself by features given as an input to its learning algorithm. The aim of SVM is to choose the suitable margins between two classes during training. Features are labeled according to class associative with particular class. Artificial neural network has a few issues having local minima and number of neurons selection for each problem. In order to resolve this problem SVM occupies no local minima and overhead to neurons selection by initiating the idea of hyper planes.
Implementation using SVM Kernel functions
Support Vector Machine utilize kernel tricks; the impact of kernel is double fold by mapping the input to adequately large feature space; wherever patterns turns into linearly distinguishable that makes classification job easier. In this research work we have used two types of SVM kernels which are as follows.
a. Linear Kernel function:
This is the simplest case in which data is linearly separable. Linearly separable data is not performing well due to the small margin in feature space. The following equation shows the form of linear function 
This function is called as Gaussian function and it is the activation function for Radial Basis Kernel [11] and basically it deal with data that have a class conditional probability distribution function approaching the Gaussian distribution. In equation 13 (2σ 2 ) -1 = σ where γ is the width of the kernel function. The advantages of the RBF kernel are that, all support vectors automatically obtained as a part of the training process. We have discussed two kernel functions in which radial basis function is very useful because vectors are nonlinearly mapped to a very high dimension feature space.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have taken the features of 75 T-2 Weighted images in which 65 images are abnormal and 10 images are normal. The size of each image is 256×256 having dicom format. Level-2 of wavelet transform gives 64 × 64 approximation coefficients and at level-3 32 × 32 coefficients are obtained but these coefficients are computationally very expensive and large set of approximation coefficients because we are using wavelet transform of Daubechies family. DAUB-4 is computationally expensive and gives better contrast. So due to better contrast it differentiates itself from other Wavelet families. By proper analysis of wavelet in MATLAB 7.8 we have decided that level 4 is the best choice using DAUB-4 wavelet. So the coefficients at level-4 are best fit to our problem. Only 16 × 16 features are extracted from LL band using DAUB-4 wavelet for each image. Level-2 and Level-3 are computationally very expensive. Level-4 gives best classification accuracy but also very manageable set of approximation coefficients. So feature extraction from DAUB-4 differentiate our work from other researches because it gives very good contrast. Due to good contrast DAUB-4 extract those pixels of an image which are discarded by other wavelet methods.
Wavelet features which are obtained from DAUB-4 wavelet are stored in a vector form. Reshape the coefficients in one row for each image and then total of 75 rows are stored in a single matrix having normal and tumor images. PCA gives the variation of each column from wavelet matrix. Now we store the variation of the matrix in ascending order. So the first five columns of high variations are selected for classification. The purpose of high variation features selection is very clear that we are selecting such type of features which differ for each image. In this work we have selected only 7 features for each image because our extraction approach is very efficient. Most emphasizing features are extracted from DAUB-4 wavelet method In our work we are using SVM as a classifier for brain images classification using MATLAB 7.8 with DAUB-4 wavelet transform and PCA based features selection given as input to SVM-OSU MATLAB toolbox. This is 2-dimensional classification method. We are using two class pattern classification problem in this research work. SVM involves two stages which are training and testing with a specified Kernel functions. There are two types of SVM Kernel used in our work which are Linear and Radial Basis kernel. Training is very vital part of the image classification as it sets the parameters for a classifier because SVM thinking depends on its previous experience.
Linear SVM having cost of 3 is used for training. Linear kernel is not giving valuable results due to fewer margins in feature space. A radial basis function proves to be useful from linear kernel function, as the vectors are nonlinearly mapped to a very high dimension feature space. The γ and C are constants in radial basis kernel, where the kernel function has the width γ and error/trade-off parameter having cost C that adjusts the importance of the separation error in the creation of the separation surface. The classification for the MRI data set with (γ, C) varying along a network is carried out. RBF is used as a non linear function in our work with value of γ is 3 and C is 8.
Efficiency of our System
Our System gives better results. The following reasons that our system using DWT-DAUB-4 and SVM-RBF having very high accuracy rate.
Table: 2: Results Comparison with other Techniques
Techniques Accuracy% Wavelet (DAUB-4) + PCA + SVM-RBF (Our Technique) 98.7 Wavelet (DAUB-4) + PCA + SVM-Linear (Our Technique) 94.7 Wavelet (Haar) + PCA + KNN [5] 98.6 Wavelet (Haar) + PCA + ANN [5] 97 i. We are using DAUB-4 wavelet transform which is expensive in computation but it gives better contrast to easily hanging signals of the image. ii. DAUB-4 wavelet is a fast tool for detection and classification with limited number of features. Our work proves that we have extracted very limited number of features from DAUB-4 wavelet at level-4. iii. We are using Support Vector Machine in our work. Artificial Neural Network has a few issues having local minima and number of neurons selection for each problem. In order to resolve this problem SVM occupies no local minima and overhead to neurons selection by initiating the idea of hyper planes. iv. SVM has good detection rate and very low false alarm because we are using a non linear kernel in SVM.
Radial basis kernel (Non linear kernel) performs well due to its large margin in feature space. v. A radial basis function proves to be useful, as the vectors are nonlinearly mapped to a very high dimension feature space and prediction accuracy improved. ANN prediction accuracy can quickly degrade when number of attributes grows. vi. The combination of best methods like DAUB-4, PCA and SVM-RBF prove that our hybrid technique is outperforms and results show that it can also be performed well on the larger datasets.
V. CONCLUSION
Classification of tumor using brain MRI is a main problem for doctors and practitioners to get valuable results. Previously proposed systems have certain problems that require crucial investigation. System performance is going to be degraded due to the training overhead, computational overhead, bad feature extraction methods, bad feature selection methods and complex classifiers. System performance can be improved by getting higher detection rate and reducing misclassification. This research work developed for a classification of brain MRI as a normal and abnormal class. The aim of this research work is to improve performance and reduce false alarm. This hybrid technique is designed using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) using DAUB-4 Wavelet, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Proposed approach gives better results than earlier systems developed for the same purpose. This is possible due to DAUB-4 wavelet which gives better contrast and gives support to easily hanging signals of an image. SVM with radial basis kernel have large margin in feature space which reduces the misclassification. The proposed system is proficient for classification to classify normal or abnormal brain with high sensitivity, specificity and accuracy rate. We obtained best accuracy rate than previous systems.
